Join us for
Community SCIENCE NIGHT
FREE | FUN | FOOD | FOR ALL AGES

Thursday, May 5 | 6-8 pm | Hickory Building
Haywood Community College | 185 Freedlander Drive | Clyde, NC 28721

Bring the entire family out for an evening of hands-on, science-based activities!
Open to all ages - prior science experience NOT required!
All participants will move through each station to create each fun-filled project and be able to take their creations home.

**AIRZZOOKA**
Learn how to assemble an air cannon out of a cardboard tube, plastic cap, and a balloon that can launch a donut-shaped blast of air or fog.

**BATTLE BOTS**
Learn how to build your own vibrating bot to battle in the arena from a toothbrush, battery, wires, and a small motor!

**DNA EXTRACTION**
DNA is in every living cell. Although it's too small to see a single strand, if we can extract the DNA from enough cells, then we can see a clump of it that we like to call “DNA snot”.

**GENETIC BRACELETS**
Create a bracelet that best matches your physical traits and learn that many physical features are controlled by your genes.

**FIZZING ROCKETS**
Learn how to assemble a working rocket using Alka-Seltzer and water!

**LIGHT SABERS**
May the force (of electricity) be with you. Learn how to battle the dark side (of your room) by making your very own lightsaber, which can also double as a flashlight!

Be sure to RSVP by April 28th

For more information, contact: Tyler Beamer | tbeamer@haywood.edu